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Old books and new industries
« My research has no impact »



The big bad wolf: SSH impact
• Systems and methods are ill adapted to evaluating the societal

benefits of research – in the SSH, and in general
• « pattents and spin offs » model elaborated in a specific contexte,

little application outside that context
• Catch 22

Researchers: no 
incentive to 

develop richer
understanding

of impact

Policy makers: 
disinterest in 

complex
frameworks

(imprecise, thin) 



The big bad wolf: SSH impact

• Important questions

- What units of evaluation?
- What scales of measurement?
- Expectations of outcomes?
- Impact vs. scientific quality?



Usual aproaches to impact
• Standard set of measures of research impact:

- patents/ patent income
- License income
- Contract research income
- Commercial income
- Spin-off companies

• More recently, altmetrics seen as a solution for capturing impact
But there is a risk of "data foam" (Penny C. S. Andrews)

è need to understand impact and its various pathways, so as to
identify precisely what (and if!) we want to measure



Understanding impact
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The usual pipeline model



Understanding impact
ENRESSH COST ACTION

• Many alternative models uncovered
Muhonen, R., Benneworth, P. & Olmos-Peñuela, J. (2018) ‘From productive interactions to impact
pathways: understanding the key dimensions in developing SSH research societal impact’ (CHEPS
working paper series; vol. 2018, no. 02)
Wróblewska, M. “Impact evaluation in Norway and in the UK- A comparative study, based on REF
2014 and Humeval 2015-2017”
Nelius Boshoff & Stefan de Jong (2020). ‘Conceptualizing the societal impact of research in terms of
elements of logic models: a survey of researchers in sub-Saharan Africa. ‘ Research Evaluation
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SSH research

Dissemination



SSH pathways to societal impact

Alternative
models

dissemination
interactive dissemination

media dissemination

cocreation

cocreation

public engagement

expertise & evaluation

reacting to societal 
change

anticipating 
anniversaries
seize the day

driving societal 
change

research engagement
as therapy

engagement activities/ 
"creep"

building new epistemic 
communities



SSH 
pathways
to societal

impact

Source of the images:
Reetta Muhonen, Paul Benneworth, Julia Olmos-Peñuela, From productive interactions to impact pathways: Understanding the key dimensions in 
developing SSH research societal impact, Research Evaluation, Volume 29, Issue 1, January 2020, Pages 34–47, https://doi-org.ezproxy.univ-
paris3.fr/10.1093/reseval/rvz003

https://doi-org.ezproxy.univ-paris3.fr/10.1093/reseval/rvz003
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A 4-9 case study with the digital as go between

Digitisation

Literary analysis

Publication

Interchange and 
archiving

Metadata and 
methods

- Expressivity
- Shared vocabularies
- Long-term accessibility
- Contextualisation of contents and processes
ETC.

Scholarly impact Impact outside academia



Recommendations: 
moving the quadruple helix

Carayannis, Elias G.; Campbell, David F. J. (2006). "'Mode 3': Meaning and implications from a knowledge systems perspective". Knowledge
creation, diffusion, and use in innovation networks and knowledge clusters : a comparative systems approach across the United States, Europe, and 
Asia. Praeger Publishers. pp. 1–25. ISBN 0-313-08323-1. OCLC 7020939

Image source: https://realkm.com/2018/10/11/applying-the-quadruple-helix-model-of-open-innovation-in-knowledge-based-development/

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISBN_(identifier)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Special:BookSources/0-313-08323-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OCLC_(identifier)
https://www.worldcat.org/oclc/70209391


Recommendations

Observe

Mix publics, create
impact context

Reward, don’t punish!

University Government



ENRESSH recommendations



THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION!

Contact:
ioana.galleron@sorbonne-nouvelle.fr

evalhum@evalhum.eu
https://enressh.eu/
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